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“ Change is the law of life and those who look only to the past or present  

are certain to miss the future. "  

John F. Kennedy 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NB: This report is purely the Employer’s Voice and will be an annex included in the final annual update report to be 

presented to the Department for Educa�on at the end of June 2024 and published later in the summer of 2024. The views 

and comments in this document are those of the employers and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

This Report provides the latest employer’s views for 154 in-depth interviews undertaken by the Marches LSIPs interview team 

during January & February 2024. This document is supplied to aid understanding for colleges who must provide an 

Accountability Statement to their funders in the summer term. It is also provided to other stakeholders, the LSIP Board and 

employers to aid their understanding of current employer sen�ment. Ques�on set differs in some elements from 2023 Stage 1 
as we dig deeper into certain areas, however it may be helpful to read this alongside the Stage 1 report for contrast. The 

Marches LSIPs focuses on four key sectors but does take data from other sectors, however the main interview’s focus is on four 

high employment sectors across the Marches as highlighted in Stage 1:  

 

 
 Engineering/Manufacturing including Food & Drink Manufacture.  

 Construc�on including Environmental Technologies.  

 Health & Social Care.  

 Professional Services. 

 

 

The purpose of the employer interviews is to highlight poten�al areas where addi�onal training or resources could be focused, 

and to explore revised or expanded methodologies to support the Marches area to become more cohesive, produc�ve and 
assist in growing exis�ng or emerging sectors, as well as keeping skills local.  
 

Stage 1 Employers Voice Report: Can be found at Shropshire Chamber - Policy - LSIPs 

https://www.shropshire-chamber.co.uk/policy-business-support/marches-local-skills-improvement-plan/marches-lsip-stage-1-report
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CONTEXT 
 

 Geography & Business Makeup (Page 6) 

 Employer Interview Breakdown (Page 7) 

 Hard to Reach Sectors (Page 8)  
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Context - Geography & Business Makeup 

 

• 32,230 Total number of businesses in the 

Marches (ONS 2022) 

• 26.4% of those businesses employ staff (ONS 2022) 

 

 
Of the total number of businesses in the Marches, each sub 

area has... (ONS/NOMIS 2021/22) – all businesses by number & by % 

 

 

• Herefordshire – 10,620 Businesses  
Popula�on 187,600 In Employment 94,100 Size 

2180K km² 

 
• Shropshire – 15,900 Businesses 

Popula�on 324,700 In Employment 146,500 Size 

3487K km² 

 
• Telford & Wrekin – 5,710 Businesses 

Popula�on 185,000 In Employment 88,000 Size 

290.3 km² 
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Context - Employer Interview Breakdown  

 

154 new Employer Voice interviews were undertaken by telephone or video conference during January and February 2024. 

The aim is to keep the Stage 1 report updated as economic factors change. The interviews are ongoing and will build a 

strong database of informa�on, star�ng with Stage 1’s 463 employer interviews, the current 154 employer interviews plus 

all future interviews. Also, working to increase the hard-to-reach sectors directly, thus con�nuing to provide useful 

intelligence for training providers, stakeholders, and employers. Due to the smaller interview number in this interview 

batch, we have reported in Marches terms, except in the Annexes. Other sectors include retail, educa�on, and leisure. 
Over 90% of interviews carried out to date are private sector companies, of all sizes and spread across the Marches. 
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Context con�nued - Hard to Reach Sectors 

 
Of the four sectors Health & Social Care and Construc�on were the hardest to reach in volume. 
To compensate for this, we used our standard interviews along with alterna�ve methods. 
 

 

Social Care: 

Social Care Sector is fragmented, many are smaller businesses and 

challenged by loca�on and finances. To compensate, we also worked 

with their representa�ve bodies such as Partners in Care and West 
Midlands Care Associa�on to ensure a deep understanding of needs 
and barriers. Alongside this we also interviewed large social housing 

and welfare providers to ensure the broadest understanding. 

 

Construc�on including Environmental Technologies: 
For civil engineering, large project and house building, the companies tended to be larger and 

have a valuable broad view of employment issues. Reaching smaller companies is o�en difficult 
so we work with the CITB, ECA and others to understand the current sector needs.  

 

Marke�ng 

We con�nue to use the strong impac�ul branding to keep the project live and familiar to the 
growing army of employers that have been interviewed, joined focus groups, atended events, 
viewed mail shots etc. 
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RECRUITMENT 
 

 The Issues Faced (Page 10) 

 Stumbling Blocks (Page 11) 

 Employer’s Recruitment Requirements (Page 13) 

 Hardest to Fill Vacancies (Page 14) 

• Manufacturing & Engineering (Page 15) 

• Construc�on (Page 18) 

• Health & Social Care (Page 21) 

• Professional Services Page 23) 
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Recruitment – The Issues Faced 
 

From the LSIP data for 2024 83% of respondents stated they had tried to recruit in the past 6 months and of those 85% 

struggled to fill roles. This is backed by the latest Shropshire Chamber Quarterly Economic Survey research, even though 
the number of vacancies has fallen over winter, there are s�ll a significant number of unfilled posts across every sector. 
 

 

                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Lightcast was the source of the two tables above showing Unique Job Posting for the Marches Area between March and December 2023 
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Recruitment - Stumbling Blocks  

 

 There is a change in tone to the way that employers adver�se, more are not sta�ng specific qualifica�ons or experience 
levels to try to increase the candidate pool and not risk missing talent by pu�ng too many barriers in the way. However, 

there are s�ll many employers who state that they cannot understand qualifica�ons, qualifica�on grades at all levels 

including degrees, due to the many changes over the years, making it harder to assess the candidate’s possible poten�al 
once a CV is being evaluated. Using informa�on gathered via Lightcast, 79% of unique recent adverts did not state specific 
qualifica�ons. 

 

 There is s�ll a clear mismatch between candidate’s expecta�ons and employers’ recruitment needs. Most jobs being 
adver�sed are full-�me whereas candidates are looking for part-�me, flexible working or hybrid. However, there is slowly 
star�ng to be an increase in adverts for posts which fulfil the recruits’ desires. Changes will be slow to happen as business 
prac�ces, where even possible, will have to change and managers upskill to be able to manage a more diverse workforce. 

 

 Social care most especially, followed by cleaning and domes�c staff o�en for medical se�ngs, are by far the greatest 
number of jobs on offer over the past 6 months. The social care sector reports vast staff shortages, issues with rurality, poor 
access to training, staff not having access to or understanding of IT to train remotely and loss of staff due to low wages. 
Many of the businesses are small, and due to fixed funding, cannot match supermarket wages. The career progression path 

has not been clear to date, unlike the NHS, and this has also caused issues in recrui�ng. The changes to the rules on 
overseas workers being able to bring in dependants is feared to set the sector back further. Some of the issues faced by 

social care businesses are also faced by the NHS, such as staff not having access to, or understanding of, IT to train remotely. 
 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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Recruitment… con�nued 
 

Engineering, in all forms, is s�ll a na�onal, regional, and local issue when it comes to 
shortages. Though many engineering skills appear on the Shortage Occupa�on list, 
recrui�ng from overseas is costly, can be slow and with changes in legisla�on 
uncertain, the need to train far more in all aspects of engineering and manufacture is 

important. This training needs to suit modern engineering mul�-disciplinary 

requirements, upskilling those already trained to be able to be more adaptable 

through mul�skilling, using a modular approach to training. 

 

Employers by Size (number of staff):       Large 250+        Medium 50-249        Small 10-49        Micro 1-9 

 

From the recent interviews it was clear that engineering stood out. However, as 

the sectors were not evenly represented in this batch of interviews, we have split 

the results by sector to help ensure a clearer picture. No weigh�ng has been 
applied, as not only are some sectors harder to reach, but some sectors are also 

more employee heavy or have higher turnover of staff than others. Therefore, we 

are repor�ng as found, and using the addi�on of specialist knowledge to highlight 
ongoing shortages in hard-to-reach sectors. 
 

 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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Recruitment - Employer’s Recruitment Requirements 
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Recruitment - Hardest to Fill Vacancies 
 

We asked the interviewees during the 2024 interviews, to name the top 3 roles that were hardest to fill to try and 

understand paterns locally. The mismatch between recruit’s want and employer’s need can clearly be seen on the next 

page. Not all interviewees have recruited in the last 6 months, either through having financial pressures to not replace, or 

simply no requirement during that period. 

 

The following pages also highlight the con�nuing need for 

upskilling of the current workforce if roles cannot be filled, 

as it is clear demand for experience and a willingness to 

work is high. Just under 50% did not manage to fill posts, 
which will put pressure on the current workforce and risks 

older workers leaving the workforce, burnout situa�ons, 
poor quality workmanship or higher rates of sickness 

absence.  

 

Cross-skilling will need to be used to help bring across 

workers from sectors who are making redundancies, 

especially where the worker has no prospect of a similar role in the previous sector but have semi-transferable skills, 

valuable as they will have experience and are familiar with the world of work.  

 

So� skills and work-ready skills are s�ll an issue for many employers, as was reten�on and interview no-shows. 
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     2024 Results: Hardest to fill roles                Manufacturing & Engineering 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
        

42%  

did not fill their 
adver�sed roles 

“ It took our company over a year to fill the last vacancy. We 
could not find somebody locally that had refrigera�on and air 
condi�oning skills and an F-gas cer�ficate. There is a shortage 
of gas engineers both locally and na�onally. ” Micro Sized Employer 

 

“ The skills problem in engineering is so widespread it is 

insurmountable. The company has lost work due to the skills 

shortage and having reduced produc�on capacity. An issue is 
people not knowing the difference between engineering and 
manufacturing skills, people assume that having manufacturing 

skills equates to engineering. ” Medium Sized Employer 

 

“ There is a shortage of workers in general and the availability 

of candidates is very low. We managed to fill the vacancy, but 

this process was much longer than usual. We also had to 

recruit again as the first candidate decided the job was not for 
them and le�, so we had to go through the process again! ” 
Small Sized Employer 

 

“ The company managed to fill admin roles with some difficulty 
but have struggled for the shop floor produc�on roles. There is 
a shortage of skilled produc�on workers locally. ” Medium Sized 

Employer 

 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers 

and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
 

65%  

required  

some experience 
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See Annex A – For Addi�onal Detailed Manufacturing & Engineering Vacancy Data 

Application Engineer Engineer Offline Programmer (CNC)

CAD Designer Installation Engineer PLC Software Developer

CNC Machinist Laser Operator Project Manger

CNC Setter Lead Engineer Quality Assurance

Control Panel/Machine Wirer Machine Fitters Radan Programming Engineer

Control System Engineer Maintenance Engineer Research and Development Specialist

Electrical Design Engineer Measurement Engineer Sales Engineer

Electrical Engineer Mechanical Engineering Service Engineer

Electrical Maintenance Technician Mechanical Fitter Toolmaker

Assembly Operative Forklift Operator Packing Room Assistant 

Brewer General Operators Production Operative

Brewery Manager

Warehouse and Assembly Apprentice Warehouse Operative - Day Shift Warehouse Operative - Night Shift

Business Development Manager Customer Support Advisor Sales Designer Specialist

Customer Service Executive Internal Sales Support Sales Executive

Fabrication Apprentice Fabricator/Welder Sales Estimator

Fabricator MIG Welder Welder

HGV Technician Motor Technician HGV Technician - Night Shift

Manufacturing & Engineering - Role Titles given for Fabrication & Welding

Manufacturing & Engineering - Role Titles given for Motor Maintenance

COMPANIES WHO IDENTIFIED AS BEING IN THE MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING SECTOR - RECRUITMENT ROLES - TOP 6 CATEGORIES

Manufacturing & Engineering - Role Titles given for Engineers and Production Specialist

Manufacturing & Engineering - Role Titles given for Factory Operatives

Manufacturing & Engineering - Role Titles given for Distribution & Warehousing

Manufacturing & Engineering - Role Titles given for Sales & Customer Service
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2024 Results: Hardest to fill roles - Manufacturing & Engineering 

 

“ We now uses recruitment agencies to screen candidates for 

our produc�on (shop-floor) roles. We pay over the odds for 

this, plus commission, to the agency for filling roles which is 
costly in the long run for mul�ple posi�ons. If the candidate 
fits into the role and completes a full 13 weeks employment, 

then the company makes the person a permanent employee. 

Using temps is a 'try before you buy' to see that the person is 

going to turn up and do the work. On average for every 10 applicants for produc�on based roles, 4 result in interview and 
only 1 of these will turn up - those that turn up are almost always offered a job if interested. This process of filtering 
hundreds of applicants down to a handful of interviews for only 1 in 4 to turn up is unsustainable and too �me consuming 
for the company.  On numerous occasions, given the level of candidate applying or interviewing, the company feels that 

people are using the fact that they have applied to a role and been interviewed as a means to meet criteria to claim 

Jobseekers Allowance. ” Medium Sized Employer 

 

“ A�tudes to work have changed post covid, with people generally placing less significance on work and being less 
engaged with poten�al employers. People see less need to be on �me and are less commited to work. Employment is a 
transac�onal rela�onship between employee and employer where there has to be some give and take, but applicants are 

only concerned with what the employer is offering, trea�ng this as very one-sided. ” Small Sized Employer 

 

 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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2024 Results: Hardest to fill roles                     Construc�on 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

53%  

did not fill their 
adver�sed roles 

62%  

required  

some experience 

“ The company have struggled to find skills in specific areas of 
construc�on and niche higher level roles. Carpentry has been a 
skill very hard to come by locally. Vacancies have been open for 

long periods and company resorted to subcontrac�ng to fill the 
skills shortage. ” Small Sized Employer 

 

“ Whilst it was more of a struggle to recruit than previously the 
company managed to poach for some roles from other 

construc�on firms. No�ceable shortage of skills in specialist roles 
such as surveyors and es�mators. There is an across-the-board 

shortage in construc�on which has been brewing for years but 
recently came to frui�on. ” Medium Sized Employer 

 

“ The recruitment process is ongoing. We have found it difficult to 
fill professional construc�on vacancies and clerical roles. We find 
people are lacking high-level admin skills. We are also finding that 
personal a�tude and approach to work is an issue. ” Medium Sized 

Employer 

 

“ Carpentry, Quan�ty Surveying, Architectural/Design so�ware 

use ability and middle management so� skills are all so hard to 

find. ” Medium Sized Employer 

 
 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers 

and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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The citb current forecast* states that an addi�onal 25,300 construc�on workers will be 
needed across the West Midlands by 2027. Occupa�ons with the highest average annual 
growth rates are Architects (1.9%); Civil Engineers (1.2%) and Plant Operators (1.1%). The 

citb is looking at a range of ac�ons that will help to support construc�on companies to 

invest in training by helping to protect appren�ceships, using targeted funding for skills priori�es, helping businesses to 

iden�fy training needs and ensuring that standards are in place for the required training. In their Industry Insight Digest 

March 2024, the current na�onal skills shortages are clear. Carpenters, Joiners, Plasters and Renderers were at the top of 
the list for the roles in shortest supply.  
*htps://www.citb.co.uk/media/acbnbn5t/csn-na�onal-report-final-report.pdf 

 

See Annex B – For Addi�onal Detailed Construc�on & Environmental Vacancy Data 

Data Entry Estimator Sales

Design Engineer Electrical Engineer Gas Installation Engineer

Skilled Site Worker Multi-skilled Operative Manual Labourer

Administration Assistant Marketing Executive Office Administrator

Junior QSN Quantity Surveyor (Highly Experienced) Quantity Surveyor (Graduate)

Construction & Enviro - Role Titles given for Surveyors

COMPANIES WHO IDENTIFIED AS BEING IN THE CONSTRUCTION & ENVIRO SECTOR - RECRUITMENT ROLES - TOP 5 CATEGORIES

Construction & Enviro - Role Titles given for Estimators & Compliance & Sales

Construction & Enviro - Role Titles given for Engineers

Construction & Enviro - Role Titles given for Site Workers

Construction & Enviro - Role Titles given for Sales & Administration
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2024 Results: Hardest to fill roles – Construc�on 

 
Marches LSIP Stage 1 research also showed the need for more modular training to create a beter fit with the way the 
industry works. Off-site construc�on and steel framed construc�on are both needing skills to be developed to meet their 
sectors growth and therefore specific needs, such as bench and manufacturing carpentry skills, welding, and fabrica�on 

skills. 

 

Many of our local training providers already offer appren�ceships and other training in many of the skills needed but 

employers state that it is hard for training providers to recruit appren�ces on to the courses. This is seen in part by 
employers as due to three factors: 

 Lower-level construc�on careers or career pathways are not as highly promoted as some other sectors. 

 Appren�ceship over university seen as a second-class route. 

 Too many 16-year-olds looking at a base level construc�on careers are not going straight into work or onto full 

appren�ceships but enrolling on full-�me courses dampening their interest and making them less work ready. 

 

Modular training is star�ng to be offered for more disciplines, with upskilling and cross-skilling courses on the rise to meet 

the need for rapid training, reduced �me away from work and making the best use of current staff’s poten�al. 
 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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     2024 Results: Hardest to fill roles                Health & Social Care 
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59%  

did not fill their 
adver�sed roles 

60%  

required  

some experience 

“ Recruitment is an ongoing process to fill all care roles. The 
company have no�ced a lack of skills in the care sector on the job 
market. When recrui�ng for administra�on staff we also faced 

shortages as people were not actually aware of what working in 

the care sector involved. ” Small Sized Employer 

 

“ The struggle to find skills is ongoing and a massive issue. Those 
with industry experience in care have le� the sector causing skills 
gaps. ” Small Sized Employer 

 

“ Only filled posts by going through the expensive and �me-

consuming route of overseas recruitment via visas. Local lack of 

people and lack of transport makes it hard to recruit, harder in 

the Marches than our other loca�ons around England. The sector 
as a whole has massive churn, 35% on average with staff, and 

many are not prepared to cope with the challenges our residents 

can have. ” Medium Sized Employer 

 

“ Not a local skills issue as such, skills in the care sector are 

lacking na�onally and the interest in the care sector is low 
na�onwide. ” Small Sized Employer 

 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers 

and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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For the 2024 interviews we focused on Social Care, as the NHS was heavily reported in Stage 1 and has been successfully 

supported by our local training providers through certain SPF projects.  As stated earlier Social Care struggles to recruit 

enough staff and this is exacerbated by rurality, many small businesses amongst the cohort and less ability to access or 
afford training. 
 

  
 

 

 

 
 

See Annex C – For Addi�onal Detailed Health & Social Care Vacancy Data 

Care Assistant Home Care Worker Residential Support Worker

Administrator IT Staff Office Administrator

Youth Worker Youth Leader Youth Outreach Worker

Care Supervisor Care Lead Care Manager

Specialist Teacher SEN Teacher Residential Teacher

Health & Social Care - Role Titles given for Teaching

Health & Social Care - Role Titles given for Youth Workers

Health & Social Care - Role Titles given for Care Surpervisors

COMPANIES WHO IDENTIFIED AS BEING IN THE HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE SECTOR - RECRUITMENT ROLES - TOP CATEGORIES

Health & Social Care - Role Titles given for Care Assistants

Health & Social Care - Role Titles given for Administration & IT

Local Authority 

Area

Currently 

Filled Roles

Currrent 

Vacancies

% Unfilled 

Posts

% Turnover 

Rate 

Permanent 

Contract %

Temporary 

Contract

Indirectly 

Employed

Working Full 
Time 

Working 
Part Time

Zero Hours 

Contracts

Count Count % % % % % % % %

Herefordshire 6100 650 10.7 26.9 92.0 1.0 7.0 54.0 46.0 17.6

Shropshire 11500 1000 8.7 30.2 88.0 3.0 9.0 52.0 48.0 17.0

Telford & Wrekin 6300 375 6.0 29.8 90.0 1.0 9.0 49.0 51.0 27.8

Based on the 22/23 Skills for Care data - For Adult Social Care    https://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Adult-Social-Care-Workforce-Data

“ Care worker turnover na�onally is 37% for those with no relevant social care            

qualifica�on but only 26.5% for those with a social care qualifica�on. ” 
      Skills for Care report 22/23 states: 
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 2024 Results: Hardest to fill roles                     Professional Services 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

41%  

did not fill their 
adver�sed roles 

“ We recruited outside of the Marches for: IT Developers, 
Testers, MI Analysts, Marke�ng Specialists and  Key Account 

Managers (Sales). ” Medium Sized Employer 

 

“ Legal skills across the board are hard to find locally. 
Corporate/business law skills are more difficult to find. ” Medium 

Sized Employer 

 

“ There isn't a shortage of Financial Advisers - there is a 

shortage of young financial advisers and most definitely female 
advisers. ” Small Sized Employer 

 

“ There was a lack of base level admin and general 

administra�on skills which were lower than expected. No�ced 
a poor level of organisa�onal skills.   ” Medium Sized Employer 

 

“ It was difficult to find people skilled in digital marke�ng and 
graphic design. Lots of people interested in the marke�ng and 
social media aspect of the role but did not have transferrable 

business skills, social media for personal use and business 

needs are vastly different.   ” Small Sized Employer 

 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers 

and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
 

53%  

required  

some experience 
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“ There are legal skills locally in terms of the fundamental legal knowledge. The issue is broad spectrum skills lacking such as 

so� skills with new lawyers not having people and conversa�onal skills and find it difficult to take a consulta�ve approach with 

clients to draw info out. Also struggle with networking skills and the role of a modern lawyer is as much building networks to 

bring clients in as it is giving legal advice. ” Small Sized Employer 
 

See Annex D – For Addi�onal Detailed Professional Services Vacancy Data 

Accountant Accounts Assistant Account Seniors

Audit Client Manager Business & Tax Advisor Commercial & Training Manager

Financial Planner Mortgage Advisor Qualified/Part Qualified Accountant

Corporate Tax Specialist

Commercial Property Solicitor Legal Support Assistant Paralegal

Solicitor

Azure Data Engineer Dynamics Developer MI / Power BI Analyst 

IT Developer Software Developer C# Developer

Dynamics Consultant

Account Manager Client Support Commercial Account Handler

PR Account Executive Project Coordinator

HR Advisor / Consultant Talent Executive (previous title Junior Recruiter) Trainee Recruitment Consultant

Professional Services - Role Titles given for HR & Recruitment

COMPANIES WHO IDENTIFIED AS BEING IN THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES SECTOR - RECRUITMENT ROLES - TOP CATEGORIES

Professional Services - Role Titles given for Finance

Professional Services - Role Titles given for Legal

Professional Services - Role Titles given for IT & Developers

Professional Services - Role Titles given for Project & Account Managers
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APPLICANTS & ATTITUDES 
 

 Skills Needs Comparisons & Progress Made (Page 26) 

 Barriers to Work & General Skills (Page 27) 

 Returners to Work & Older Candidates (Page 28) 

 Standard & Availability of Applicants (Page 30) 

 Nega�ve Percep�on of Sectors or Roles (Page 32) 

 Willingness to Support or Interact (Page 36) 
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Skills Needs Comparisons & Progress Made 

 
Right across the board we s�ll see the same skills needed as in Stage 1, which is understandable as it is only 9 months since 

that report. Vacancies may have slowed over winter, but the skills need remains very much the same.  As we have no influx 
of overseas workers to fill gaps and training providers, though responding to need, naturally take �me to train students, for 

those students to be available for work or appren�ces to gain the basic skills required for their workplace.  

 

 

 &  

 

 

Using the findings from Marches LSIP Stage 1 Report, the Marches Educa�on Partnership applied for £2.5 million in 
funding from the Department for Educa�on. Funding to enable new courses, modular courses and enhanced facili�es to 
tackle some of the highlighted need raised in the Stage 1 Marches LSIP report. Courses covering engineering, manufacture, 

and green construc�on skills in retrofit and renewables.  

 

We are also seeing a variety of Strategic Development Fund (SFD) funded projects around the Marches offering short 
upskilling courses to support various skills, especially around so� or general work skills, such as Leadership and 

Management.  
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2024 Results: Barriers to Work & General Skills 
 

As staff and skills shortages have been so high for a lengthy period we wanted to explore, with employers, how they are 

addressing the issue, views on causes, issues faced, and solu�ons found.  

 

“ [UK Wide] Both unemployment levels and the unemployment rate have increased slightly over the last year. 9.25 million 

people aged 16-64 were economically inactive, and the inactivity rate was 21.8%. In 2023 there were 3.5 million people 

aged 50 to 64 years who were economically inac�ve in the UK, of which 1.4 million were men and 2.1 million were 
women. ” UK Government Data March 2024 

 

 

“Below expected as the biggest area that was lacking is a�tude to work. Even those 
that apply to the role express very litle interest when contacted for an interview or 
during they interview they do not show that they really want the job. Younger people 

have the qualifica�ons but no will, whereas the older genera�on looking for work have 
the will but not the relevant up-to-date qualifica�ons” Small  Sized Employer - Construc�on Sector 

 

“ The standard was very random with lots of varied applicants received through 

LinkedIn. Many candidates not suitable to the role and did not have the relevant 

skills/experience.  A lot of applicants are applying from outside of the local area and 

further afield which means they are not suitable as realis�cally they are not going to travel from completely different areas of 

the country each day for this role. When using recruitment agencies, the level of applicant has been as expected as the 
agencies do the hard work finding suitable candidates for the role, but this is a costly service. ” Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing & 

Engineering Sector  
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Returners to Work  
& Older Candidates 

 

To understand if longer-term unemployed or older workers are being seen as a route to solving staff shortages, the 

following graph indicates the way in which employers are working with these groups to help bring them into the workforce 

or retain their skills.  
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The views and comments in this document are those of the employers and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“ The company have not really considered this but realise once the older workforce re�res, they take away valuable skills and once 

these are gone, they are gone for good. A scheme would be good to offer those nearing re�rement age or incapable of the physical 
demands of work way to share their knowledge and experience with future workforce or colleges. ” Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing 

& Engineering Sector 

 

“ Whilst most of the skills in grounds work seems to be within the older working age range, the company are keener to get people 

at a young age to secure skills for the long term and ensure career progression. ” Medium Sized Employer – Construc�on Sector 

 

“ Older staff nearing re�rement, happy to take these on reduced hours to train and share experience with younger members of 
staff. ” Medium Sized Employer – Professional Services 

 

“ Not currently anything in place but the company would actually look into this, it depends if the person matches and can meet 

some basic criteria. ” Medium Sized Employer – Health & Social Care Sector 

 

“ For the training staff, the company are keen to take on older staff, maybe nearing re�rement, or part re�rement. Those that no 

longer want to work on the road but s�ll have a few years in industry le� and want to share their knowledge to train up next 

genera�on. The company can do reduced hours and flexible working to accommodate around their lives and offer reduced hours 

so not doing a full week and schedule courses around staff's other commitments. For the on-the-job engineering side, the DWP 
and DfE have funded training programmes in place to pay for the refrigera�on training for unemployed people that have 
opportunity to work in the sector.  In some cases, DWP have funded the training of a long-term unemployed person so long as they 

have a job offer that requires the cer�ficate. Biggest problem is that this is not widely adver�sed and made public knowledge so 
people do not know about this to take the offer up. ” Small Sized Employer - Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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Standard & Availability of Applicants 

 

“ We train the warehouse staff ourselves, so it is the 
willingness of the employee to be reliable etc that matters 

more. Sadly, we find the long term unemployed hard to 

employ over those just moving jobs, as they prove far less 

reliable.  We do work 7-5.30 and 3 days a week 5.30-10.30 

but we state in our adverts that we can flex or offer part 

time to suit. Older staff, happy to take but some struggle 

with the technology we work with in the warehouse, even 

though at interview they say they are tech savvy – it’s 

confidence more than anything. ” Medium Sized Employer – 

Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

*Random Applica�ons = No-Shows, No Relevance to Role, Distant Applicants  

(overseas or well out of area), DWP Job Seeker not wishing to work. 
 

“ Candidates had a lack of skills/experience in the care sector which was expected. Applicants that came to interview were 

prepared and demonstrated some knowledge of the sector. Most applicants that were invited for interview did turn up which 

may have been due to the company's proactive approach sending reminders to the applicant and guiding them through the 

process. ” Small Sized Employer – Health & Social Care Sector 

 

“ The quality of future trainees is declining as so� skills are being lost to technology which affects people’s ability to converse 
with clients. ” Small Sized Employer - Professional Services Sector 
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“ Yes, on the whole good, but since Covid the candidate pool has reduced, and this continues.  Blue collar it’s all about salary 

levels and white-collar benefits and hybrid. Being trained is also important. What we are seeing is people who are 
overqualified for the roles across the business, not just warehouse, or have no qualifications in the role they apply for. Seems 

post covid people want career changes, return to work, or a less high-powered job. Another group applying for jobs is the 

previously self-employed who cannot sustain their business. Before we would have not looked at these people who are not 

the right match, but now we have we have found a richness, transferable skills and more - this method will now be part of how 

we function. ” Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

“ The biggest thing lacking was enthusiasm and interest for work. Most 

applicants seem very disinterested in the roles and give the impression that they 

are seeking work through the apprenticeship route as a way out of college 

studies. The interest was particularly lacking in young people who had a poor 

approach to work little interest in working in this sector. ” Micro Sized Employer – 

Construction Sector 
 
“ Candidates were poorer than expected. Hard to find competent engineers that 
have experience in the industry and tradi�onal engineering skills, opera�ng machinery. The experienced candidates quickly get 
snapped up and are moving for higher pay. The remaining candidates le� have litle to no relevant engineering skills. They have 
limited experience working on building sites or short s�nts at mul�ple companies which is not long enough to develop 
competency and skills needed for service engineers. ” Small Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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Nega�ve Percep�on of Sectors or Roles 
 

As with LSIPs Stage 1, we s�ll see sectors and subsectors who feel that they are not a highly promoted as other sectors.  

 

The Careers & Enterprise Company. via the Marches Careers Hubs, has simplified messages to employers about the 
benefits of school and college engagement, developing their own early careers programmes and nurturing a future talent 
pipeline. They promote the CEC’s Employer Standards framework which helps businesses understand excellence in careers 

educa�on outreach. The Hub also provides a range of engagement opportuni�es for local employers, current examples 

include:  

 Hos�ng teacher encounters to build teachers’ understanding of local employment opportuni�es and employer need 

 Becoming volunteer Enterprise Advisers  

 Releasing staff to atend careers events, promote their sectors and build understanding of employers’ expecta�ons 
and needs 

 

However, the employer’s views can bring an invaluable insight for those managing careers advice, as to how approaches 

can be adapted to help all par�es understand what is available and how it is being delivered. Expecta�ons of employers is 
some�mes above what can be achieved, due to �me, staff shortages and poor past experiences. Therefore, exploring 
different approaches, �me demands and methods of capturing the employer’s world should be explored, not excluded, if 
there is progress to be made. This would help see a shi� to more employers having a posi�ve view of careers advice and 

suppor�ng, especially for their sector. Much may only be based on a general lack of knowledge, falsehoods, or poor 

internal sector promo�on, but even this is a barrier to employer involvement and respect for the careers arena. 
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“ There is a slightly nega�ve percep�on, viewed 
as a women dominant industry and not many 

men in care roles. Moves have been made to 

breaking this barrier down recently. People are 

not realising that care can be a good career, lack 

of awareness from people of exactly what the 

care sector does and what jobs entail. ” Medium 

Sized Employer – Health & Social Care Sector 

 

 

“ No percep�ons are probably quite good. Also 
new route into law through CILEX legal 

appren�ceship opens new opportuni�es to 
people looking for another route into sector. 

People coming through this route may get 

learning through the job and more exposure to 

so� skills throughout career for a slight head 
start. ” Small Sized Employer – Professional Services 

 

 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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“ The company's factory is high tech, so we have an advantage over compe�tors by having a clean working environment. The 
industry is s�ll nega�vely perceived as a dirty oily environment. This has been somewhat flipped on its head as the engineering 

has advanced with robo�cs and automa�on to take the dirty work out. ”  Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector  

 

“ A nega�ve issue is the self-employed aspect of working in finance, many people are self-employed and with this have to 

generate their own leads and sales. On the flip side, people can be lazy if employed and rely on the company providing leads as 

they are salaried no mater what. Also, it is poorly promoted as a career, not much careers advice for financial services unless 
you ac�vely seek this, not really promoted in school/college. ” Micro Sized Employer - Professional Services Sector  

 

“ Salary is possibly the biggest issue. For produc�on roles the low pay is probably the big nega�ve that is pu�ng people off.  

Also, the working hours could be a nega�ve as it is a longer working week than other jobs. ”  Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing & 

Engineering Sector  

 

“ Generally banking sector has had a s�gma since 2008 crash, lots of people are less trus�ng. However, it is s�ll a reputable 
place to work and sought a�er as a great career opportunity with lots of room to progress and a common grad scheme. 
Perhaps an issue is schools and colleges not specifically promo�ng banking and it can be hard to get into unless you know 

exactly what you want to do and what path to take. ” Large Sized Employer - Professional Services Sector  

 

“ Not sure about percep�on, more so a lack of awareness of the environmental sector and perhaps some misconcep�ons of 
what the work in this sector involves. ”  Micro Sized Employer - Construc�on Sector 

 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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 “ There are many nega�ve percep�ons which hurts recruitment. Society has a lack of understanding of social care as they do 
not know what the sector does or what is involved in care. General public do know much about the sector. There is a nega�ve 
percep�on from some that the care sector is dirty work for unskilled staff cleaning up a�er people. This is brought about by a 
lack of awareness of the responsibility involved with social care work as staff are responsible for the welfare of people. Involves 

a lot of lone working and the regula�ons that come with this. People feel that this is poor pay for what the work entails, and 

they are undervalued for the responsibility and skills they have. ” Medium Sized Employer – Health & Social Care Sector 

 

“ Schools encourage students to go to university.  They need to spend the same effort encouraging people into trades. They are 
not "mucky" jobs, only meant for those who are academically challenged!  To diagnose and repair a fault on a vehicle is a skill. ” 

Large Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

“ Students are encouraged to university and academic courses over trade courses such as maintenance, engineering and 

technical roles which causes a big skills gap in technical roles. The company feel as though appren�ceships in technical roles are 

not promoted or treated in the same regard as university courses by schools or colleges who encourage students to university. 

Schools are not pu�ng needs of industry or employers at the forefront of their decisions. Also, there are not many women 
joining the motor trade as technicians. There is now an equal number of men and women in other roles in the motor trade 

such as sales, marke�ng and finance but lacking in technical posi�ons which could also stem from school. More needs to be 
done to address the gender imbalance in technical roles and get more women into engineering. ” Large Sized Employer – Manufacturing 

& Engineering Sector 

 

The views and comments in this document are those of the employers and not Shropshire Chamber of Commerce. 
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Willingness to Support or Interact 

Toward the end of the interview process we asked employers about their 

willingness to support ac�vi�es to help training providers and poten�al 
recruits. We were aware from Stage 1 of the barriers, that poor past 
experiences, rigidity of the op�ons around suppor�ng students, be it 
careers advice or length of placements and small and micro companies 

staff capacity to support were some of the reasons for hesita�on. Some 
of this may relate to simple prac�cality but it was very clear in Stage 1, 

much relates to the communica�on and culture gap between private and 
public sector. Having spent a good deal of �me with each interviewee 
understanding their issues, shortages and needs felt like the correct 

moment to address this ques�on. Below we see the response.  
 

 

The Ques�on Asked: Would you be interested in or willing to: Please consider the op�ons below and �ck all 
those that may be of interest. This is not a commitment but a willingness to explore further what it could 

entail. With each op�on there are varying levels of involvement, from one off to regular deeper involvement. 
Something to suit all. We need employers to help shape the future skills by helping to inform those who train 
the future. 
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Methods to Reduce Skills Shortages 
 

 All Respondents (Page 39) 

 Manufacturing & Engineering (Page 40) 

 Construc�on (Page 41) 

 Health & Social Care (Page 42) 

 Professional Services (Page 44) 
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Using Different Methods to Reduce Skills Shortages 
 
The following comments and slides represent what Employers men�oned with regards to recruitment difficul�es and the 
alterna�ve methods they have employed. This was an open answer ques�on, so not everyone will have stated all ac�ons, 

just the main ones that came to mind or they deemed more unusual or more produc�ve for their businesses. Clearly many 

will have enhanced wages to atract, but this is now o�en deemed as normal and accepted, hence not men�oned. 
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 “ The company has implemented end-to-

end sales and automated a lot of the 

sales process reducing the need for 

skilled sales staff. Also, the company has 

automated some manufacturing 

processes. This is because the company 

could not get qualifica�ons for CNC 
programmers so sold our machine. This 

was a�er trying a training programme for 
CNC but people could not understand the 

complexity of the machines. ” Small Sized 

Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector  

 

“ We recruit from: Iran, Afghanistan , 

Poland, India and Sri Lanka. These candidates are very keen and highly educated, each has been a key asset for our business. 

This is now far more cost prohibi�ve thanks to Brexit. ” Small Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector  

 

We use automa�on as this can be run out of hours without need for skilled staff to work unsociable hours. Due to the 
minimum wage rise, we are using more automa�on and robo�cs - minimum wage rise has been counterproduc�ve as it is 

more financially viable to replace roles with automated machines that can run 24/7. ”  Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing & 

Engineering Sector 
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 “ Previously we took unskilled labour to 

upskill but no longer have the capacity for 

this. ” Medium Sized Employer – Construc�on Sector  

 

“ The business has looked at alterna�ve 
construc�on processes due to an across-

the-board skills shortage. Also, lots of self-

employed o�en jump from site to site on 
short contracts which means there is not 

an employer responsible for their training. 

This makes it harder to recruit from the 

self-employed pool as they are behind. ” 

Medium Sized Employer – Construc�on Sector 

“ The company is having to take a much 

more proac�ve recruitment approach; we are using our own ini�a�ve to find people through headhun�ng suitable candidates. 

This is a lot more �me consuming than was previously the case through tradi�onal recruitment, but receiving a good number 

of suitable applicants. ” Medium Sized Employer – Construc�on Sector 

  

“ We have increased our admin staff to provide support for the easily delegated elements of the jobs (white collar). ” Medium 

Sized Employer – Construc�on Sector 
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“ The company source staff from various 
other avenues. Recently they have introduced 

a scheme to recruit Armed Forces veterans 

through the Armed Forces Covenant for care 

posi�ons. The company have resorted to 
taking on people with no experience in care 

and having a training process to bring these 

up to the required skills from scratch.  Also 

have a refer a friend scheme to encourage 

staff to put forward people looking for work. 

” Small Sized Employer – Health & Social Care Sector  

 

 

“ Moved away from previous methods of recruitment such as word of mouth which was successful in the past. Instead, we 

have tried Indeed and others online which receives a higher volume of applicants but not all have the relevant skills, so more 

effort to filter through to find the right person. This has also atracted a large number of foreign workers or from other regions 

of the country. This causes a difficulty with a language barrier as the company works with older pa�ents who are hard of 

hearing and would struggle to communicate. Job Fairs are also another way in which the company tries to source staff, 
hopefully encouraging more people to take up work as a carer. ” Small Sized Employer – Health & Social Care Sector 
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“ The company is guiding people through the applica�on process, through interview prep and pre-interview ques�onnaires so 
that they have an idea if the person actually wants to work in care and give them as much insight as possible. The prepara�on 

also helps the company as it gives the applicant the best chance of ge�ng the job in care which the company really wants to 
encourage. If an applicant is keen on working in care, the company does not want to put them off with tough interviews. ”  

Small Sized Employer – Health & Social Care Sector 

 

“ The company has tried to encourage young people to get into work in the care sector through careers fairs and recruitment 

events - with very litle success. ”  

Small Sized Employer – Health & Social Care Sector 

 

“ We have to go down the costly and slow route of overseas visa supported staff. At least 20% of staff in our homes and school 
are on visa's. Brexit massively depleted our workforce, and we have not been able to en�ce them back as Covid put the final 
seal on that.  We lost so much talent.  There simply are not enough people in the Marches to meet our needs. ”  

Medium  Sized Employer – Health & Social Care Sector 

 

“ The company has tried many different approaches to recruitment. We are limited on finding staff from different sectors as 
people are leaving the social care sector and not coming back. Have considered recrui�ng workers from abroad but due to the 
rurality of Shropshire and cultural differences this can be difficult and the requirement of care staff to drive is a big limita�on.  ”  

Medium  Sized Employer – Health & Social Care Sector 
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“ HR & Recruitment: AI is actually taking 

away the need for basic HR admin skills 

such as wri�ng basic leters and job 
descrip�ons and terms. This is, on the 

other hand, also causing a need for 

addi�onal skills around using AI properly 
and wri�ng good prompts. Another way 
the company has resorted to overcoming 

skills shortages is by offering flexible 
working as they cannot compete with 

the salaries of HR consultants in the 

ci�es so they will lose out on staff to big 
corporates in the ci�es who take skills 
out of area. By offering other work 

benefits and work/life balance they are able to retain local skills and atract talent. ” Micro Sized Employer – Professional Services Sector  

 

“ Accountancy: Resorted to in-house training where people have a gap to upskill rather than recrui�ng to fill this. Encourage 
more staff to take exams - ACA AAT to become fully qualified to demonstrate skills and reduce need to recruit for this. We 

considered taking lesser skilled staff and inves�ng in training in the form of an appren�ceship, but this is a gamble and not 

always a reward.  ” Small Sized Employer – Professional Services Sector  
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“ Banking: Lots of internal development within roles. Also changed the 

applica�on process to be less ap�tude based and more people skills focused 
and personality-based approach. There has been some automa�on in banking 
but not enough to plug the need for people.  ” Large Sized Employer – Professional Services 

Sector  
 

“ IT, Crea�ve & Tech: It really is up to the business owners to be proac�ve and 
offer support for young people to develop their skills and support them into the 
field. We talk a lot about careers in IT to students and atends many careers 
events to tap into the talent at school, so when people leaving school thinking 

of where to work, or want to get into tech, they think of the company and go 

for a job with us. If we do not do this, they will s�ll get into the IT services though and reduce skills shortages that way.  ” Small 

Sized Employer – Professional Services Sector  
 

“ Accountancy: We some�mes recruit from our industry but at �mes do not have the knowledge required to recruit effec�vely. 

Always looking to train internally and grow from within. ” Medium Sized Employer – Professional Services Sector  

 

“ IT, Crea�ve & Tech: The company created a 'Wildcard' vacancy, a kind of blank canvass that asked applicants to create the 
ideal role. This invited candidates to explain why they would like to work for the company and what they can bring to the table 

with various skills, experience, and way of doing things. Essen�ally this was crea�ng your own job based on your ideas.  ” Small 

Sized Employer – Professional Services Sector  
 

“ Legal: The company has moved away from their tradi�onal recruitment methods and used agencies to recruit experienced 
solicitors which has been costly and �me consuming. There are very few alterna�ve ways to recruit as the company need a 
qualified legal professional for the solicitor role and cannot recruit further than people are willing to travel.  ” Small Sized Employer – 

Professional Services Sector  
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TRAINING PLANS & ACTIONS 
 

 Methodology (Page 47) 

 Training Types Currently Used (Page 49) 

 Training Preferences (Page 51) 

 Barriers to Training (Page 54) 

 The Green Agenda and Net Zero (Page 57) 
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Methodology 

 
To assess how companies plan or ac�on training we asked them to state if they had certain systems or people in place. 

This ques�on was mul�ple choice, they selected all that applied to their business.  
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“ HR manager mostly arranges training but liaises with line managers and H&S Supervisor who are responsible for specific skills 
training. Staff can access their own training plan through the company HR so�ware and update this throughout the year as 
they atend courses. ” Small Sized Employer – Construc�on Sector 

 

“ We are great believers in training for all staff and using training to develop talent within the company through upskilling. To 

this end we have plans in place for training staff and skills analysis to understand gaps, which is carried out monthly to ensure 

that we are on top of this. There is a long-term skills plan in place to take on appren�ceships and develop these. ” Medium Sized 

Employer – Health & Social Care 
 

“ The company have an in-house training facility to deliver refrigera�on training which staff have access to develop their skills. 
” Micro Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

“ Skills analysis of workforce has been recommended by an employee recently and poten�ally being reviewed by team. ” Small 

Sized Employer – Professional Services Sector 
 

“ The company does not have a dedicated centre, but the whole factory on certain days can be turned into a training centre to 

run training days for staff. There are training plans and future skills plans in place for the workforce. ” Small Sized Employer – 

Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

“ We are implemen�ng an in-house engineering academy to deliver bespoke engineering training to our own staff and external 
where needed. This involves having a dedicated Training and Skills Manager to run and organise this training specifically but 
will also support with staff training in other areas. There are training plans, skills matrices, and future workforce strategies in 

place to ensure con�nued development and that staff are con�nuously upskilling.  ” Medium  Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering 

Sector 

 

“ We do not have a dedicated training centre, but we can use a mee�ng room to hold training sessions. The Registered 

Manager arranges training for care staff but does not deliver training in-house.  ” Small Sized Employer – Health & Social Care 
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Training Types Currently Used  

 
To assess how companies use training we asked them to state which types they currently used. 

This ques�on was mul�ple choice, they selected all that applied to their business.  
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“ Sector body courses are provided through CITB as they offer training which covers industry specifics. Courses in IPAF (working 
at heights / mobile eleva�on pla�orms) and we can claim some of the cost back through CITB for courses. We use private 

providers for addi�onal courses that are not industry specific such as mental health first aid, fire safety, first aid etc. We are not 

currently using appren�ceships but would look at using these in future for carpenters, when they have a permanent member 

of staff in this field, spoke to colleges but not likely to use this year.” Small Sized Employer – Construc�on Sector 

 

“ We have qualified trainers in-house that have completed train the trainer and can deliver training to staff. Sector specific 
courses can be provided through Partners in Care. Other non-care specific training is sourced through private providers such as 
the local Chamber of Commerce. Appren�ceships were used in the past and we are looking to possibly source appren�ceships 
again at some point, likely through a local college. ” Medium Sized Employer – Health & Social Care 

 

“ We use local providers where possible to deliver training. We find that appren�ceships work really well as this allows student 
to work/earn and learn with a job at the end and gain prac�cal experience throughout. Lots of training is also done in-house as 

our machines are conversa�onal, so this feeds back to the operator to make sure the programming is correct, which makes the 

process easy to learn. The company have very experienced staff with some knowing as much as the machinery supply 

companies own trainers. The machine supplier does deliver some courses specific to the machines, that is good as it is 

important to keep the experienced staff updated with developments from the suppliers. ” Micro Sized Employer – Manufacturing & 

Engineering Sector 
 

“ We use 3rd party providers to deliver short courses in various aspects of business, however, do not use appren�ceships. We 
are not persuaded by appren�ceships as the levy does not work in its current form to support small businesses. 
Appren�ceships require a great deal of training and investment from the company to get to a competent level where they can 
work independently. Some bigger consultancies and crea�ve agencies are able to take on appren�ces as they have the 
resources, but these other local employers are only offering 1 or 2 appren�ce places. The company have had employees on BA 
and Masters Degrees, but these have been underwhelming. ” Small Sized Employer – Professional Services Sector 
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Training Preferences 

 
Asked to understand training preferences, we asked the interviewees to state which methods worked best for their 

business. This ques�on was mul�ple choice, they selected all that applied to their business.  
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“ For some courses in-person works best - usually health and safety courses. Online works well for the site workers as it is 

easier for the staff to spare a few hours for an online course that can be accessed remotely when they are away in other parts 

of country.  ” Small Sized Employer – Construc�on Sector 

 

“ This really depends on the individual. One colleague prefers in-person training at a providers site due to the networking 

aspect, hearing what others are doing and learning best prac�ce from others. The other colleague prefers online learning as 
this is easier to access, more flexible and interac�ve sessions are o�en recorded to playback for future reference. ” Micro Sized 

Employer – Professional Services Sector 

 

 

“ The best method is in-person going to the providers site to receive training in a classroom environment. For industry training 

this is delivered in seminar style at venues across the country typically ci�es in various regions. Online does not work, had its 

moment during pandemic where in-person was not an op�on but now it is not effec�ve as too o�en people are distracted 
doing something else in the background and not focused on the learning. ” Small Sized Employer – Professional Services Sector 

 

 

“ The appren�ceship courses that the company look at have been day release, but the company find that mul�ple-day block 

release works best as this allows a period of focused learning and one day per week soon goes and the gap between caused 

people to get rusty with what they have just learned. Longer blocks are more coherent, more structured and rou�ne - every 

moment counts, and this allows focused learning without being cut short. Also, we like a modular approach as it is good to 

expose staff to other areas and broaden their horizon such as taking modules in marke�ng or sales as these are key skills that 
can be learned during the engineering appren�ceship and when young and s�ll learning, this is the best �me to diversify and 

explore other topics. ” Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

 

“ The company have staff go off-site for full or part day courses to the providers site for training. For appren�ces this is in the 
form of 1 day per week at college. The company avoid online training where possible as this is not effec�ve and engaging in 

delivery.   ” Medium Sized Employer – Construc�on Sector 
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“ We find that short, sharp upskilling courses work best, litle and o�en is the approach that is preferred by staff so we tend to 

use part day courses at the providers site. Having staff off-site for short session to learn new techniques is great. Having outside 

providers on-site works well for first aid training where they need mul�ple staff to complete the training in one go. Specific 
days tend to be Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday for courses. ” Small Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

 

“ In my previous role at a mul�na�onal I found with placements that giving graduates real life problems to solve, rather than 

sharpening pencils for a week, really brought out their skill set. Likewise, I always got staff to take on problems, so they can 

learn to solve them and build their confidence, knowledge etc. This also helped us to retain graduates.   ” Micro Sized Employer – 

Professional Services Sector 

 

“ Being able to have TA's get teaching quals while working is what would work best for our organisa�on. ” Medium Sized Employer – 

Health & Social Care Sector 

 

 

“ Our company has a Training Academy which we make use of. It especially focuses on so� skills. We some�mes use other 
providers if beter located within the UK. Ge�ng warehouse training on site is a huge issue. We prefer our staff not to go off 
site and where possible appren�ces have their 20% off site, on site but dedicated away from their job. This is beter for younger 

as they have less travel. Our main provider is struggling to get younger people to enter appren�ceships. It is an issue across the 
country not just locally. Our warehouse staff have to do various statutory or company courses online - warehouse do as a group 

in a dedicated session and then their work is marked, they do not do it online. Office staff do it online by themselves - they are 

more likely to be distracted so may get a lower score or retain less. ” Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

 

“ Being able to have TA's get teaching quals while working it what would work best for our organisa�on. ” Small Sized Employer – 

Health & Social Care Sector 
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Barriers to Training 
 

Asked to understand what issues they face when contempla�ng training for staff. This ques�on was mul�ple choice, they 
selected all that applied to their business and understanding.  
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Those sta�ng other on the previous slide include some of the following reasons: 

 

“ The way appren�ceships are run and delivered can be a barrier to the company accessing training. The company are 

concerned about the length of �me some appren�ceships take to complete, also the number of boxes that need �cking and 
the red tape, paperwork, and bureaucracy that the company has to contend with to access the appren�ceship is too �me 
consuming. Appren�ceships could do with a review to make these more accessible. ” Small Sized Employer – Professional Services Sector 

 

“ We were not able to access the CAD course locally so had to send our employee into Warwickshire to take a course. 
Herefordshire struggles due to rurality. There are no CAD courses in Hereford as a local provider adver�se this course but were 
unable to run this as they did not have a person that could deliver the course in the end. This effec�vely means that nobody in 

Herefordshire can learn CAD unless they travel out of county or learn virtually. Evening courses would be good as they are less 

disrup�ve to the business in terms of having people out of work and away from the day job, �ming would not be an issue as 
somebody interested would commit �me a�er work as the course is valuable. Also, there are basic workshop engineering skills 

courses lacking. We have looked for a workshop skills course and cannot find anything that fits the bill. ”  Micro Sized Employer – 

Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

“ Company has found it hard to understand what is on offer locally, what courses there are, where they are being held and 
what is available specific to the company. Being a member of an organisa�on that runs a programme of approved training has 
somewhat reduced this problem recently. Course quality can be lacking, and it can be hard to determine whether some courses 

are good enough to make them worth atending. There are lots of management courses available but not sure how good some 
of these are and if they are worth the asking price. ” Medium Sized Employer – Health & Social Care Sector 

 

“ The biggest barrier is the disconnect between providers and employers, a lot of training is not relevant or specific to business 
needs and they are disconnected from the companies. Company feels though a lot of training is just �cking boxes, there for the 

sake of it and not actually applicable to day-to-day jobs. ” Small Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 
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“ A local training provider went bust and le� a hole in construc�on training for a while which has been slowly filled. Course 

entry requirements: the company tried to put staff on a scaffold awareness 4-day course but discovered this required a 

previous qualifica�on, that qualifica�on was nearing expiry for the staff. A site managers course (SMSTS) requires a minimum of 

1 year remaining before expiry to be able to recer�fy, which is an issue. Our site managers qualifica�ons all expire at different 
�mes so we could not get all staff on one course. This construc�on cer�fica�on works in a similar way to a passport, where you 

need a certain number of months remaining before expiry to travel. ” Medium Sized Employer – Construc�on Sector 

 

“ Not facing any barriers when trying to access training, can get everything they need. The issue is that some courses are not 

covering everything that is needed for the industry. The appren�ceships are not training people to be well rounded engineers 
across disciplines. Another hindrance is lack of digital understanding. People, schools and colleges could do more to prepare 

leavers going into work environments using digital processes, especially digital skills for business. The company has no�ced that 
people are not ready for the digital era and lacking digital skills for business. ” Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

“ The biggest barrier is produc�on staff having �me away from work to train. Ge�ng people away from the produc�on process 
and machines to atend training is an issue as this disrupts the produc�on process and groups of staff cannot be away at the 

same �me for extended periods. For example, the company had a training provider come in to deliver a full day first aid at work 
session, however, this was unsuccessful. It ran with less staff than intended as staff had to be pulled out of the course to cover 

a machine in the factory as there was an insufficient number of staff to operate it and they cannot afford to have the machine 
down as this affects the en�re process. ” Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

“ Level 2 and 3 Warehouse training is our biggest headache.  We even thought about same course delivered ourselves but 
without qualifica�on but that is not good for the employee. We have encountered odd na�onal companies offering the 
qualifica�on, but the quality was poor. We have a strong buddy system for new starters in place, so this captures not only best 
prac�ce but helps reten�on. With shi� work we have to take staff off nights to do a 1 or 2 day course, but to make this work 
they have to have a week of days - this is not good for the business as nights is the busier larger shi�. It is hard to find any 
trainers willing to offer night training. ” Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 
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The Green Agenda and Net Zero 
 

The Green Agenda and the Governments push to Net Zero. This may have to change the way you operate your business, 

how will this change the training or upskilling you will need to take your organisa�on forward.  

                                                                  
 

“ They are struggling to find reliable informa�on on this, they have been sent some informa�on on net zero but not sure where 
to go for training and what the process and requirements are. ” Medium Sized Employer – Hospitality & Leisure Sector 

 

“ There is not any training specifically on net zero. The company have a culture around sustainability, so they work on this, and 
staff are clued up on this. there is no formal training currently but as they con�nue to work towards net zero, they could need 

specialist training in future. ” Medium Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

“ Everybody who works for the company will have training on sustainability, waste management and environmental awareness. 

Drivers also go on eco driving courses. ” Medium Sized Employer – Construc�on Sector 

 

“ The company has not seen any need for training on Net Zero due to any new processes or there being any legal requirement 

to do so. ” Small Sized Employer – Manufacturing & Engineering Sector 

 

“ Lots of green technologies are requiring specific training and skills within construc�on. Examples include PV installers and 

heat pump technicians. Currently there is more work in these areas than there are trained workers available to meet demand. 

There are not enough people comple�ng the training yet to sustain the implementa�on of this at the current level. More 
training is needed on environmental technologies and schools need to feed colleges with people for these courses ” Medium Sized 

Employer – Construc�on Sector  
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Annex A 

 
Vacancy Data for December 2023 to February 2024 

 

Engineering 

Manufacturing 

Maintenance, Repair & Installa�on  

Business Management & Opera�ons  

 

All Marches 

Herefordshire 

Shropshire 

Telford & Wrekin 
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Annex A  

 

Engineering Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024 

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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 Annex A continued 

 

Manufacturing Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued 

  

Maintenance, Repair & 

Installa�on Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 

one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued  

 

Business Management & 

Opera�ons Vacancy Data  
 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued  

 

Engineering Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Herefordshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued  

 

Manufacturing Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Herefordshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued  

  

Maintenance, Repair & 

Installa�on Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Herefordshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 

one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued  

 

Business Management & 

Opera�ons Vacancy Data  

December 2023 to February 2024  

Herefordshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast  
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Annex A continued  

 

Engineering Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Shropshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued  

 

Manufacturing Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Shropshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued  

 

Maintenance, Repair & 

Installa�on Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Shropshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued  

 

Business Management & 

Opera�ons Vacancy Data  
 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Shropshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued  

 

Engineering Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Telford & Wrekin 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or more 

that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued   

 
Manufacturing Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Telford & Wrekin 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 

one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued  
 
Maintenance, Repair & 

Installa�on Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Telford & Wrekin 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex A continued  

 

Business Management & 

Opera�ons Vacancy Data  
 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Telford & Wrekin 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex B 

 
Vacancy Data for December 2023 to February 2024 

 

Construc�on 

Environmental (Green) 

 

 

 

All Marches 

Herefordshire 

Shropshire 

Telford & Wrekin 
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Annex B  

 
Construc�on Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex B continued   

 

Environmental (Green) Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to one 
unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the actual 
need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or more 

that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast  
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Annex B continued  

 
Construc�on Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Herefordshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex B continued  

 
Environmental (Green) Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Herefordshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are harder to fill, and the employer has 
added the role to mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category and this can mean that you have random outliers within a themed group. N/A simply means 

that there were one or more that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex B continued  

 
Construc�on Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Shropshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex B continued  

 
Environmental (Green) Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Shropshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category and this can mean that you have random outliers within a themed group. N/A simply means 

that there were one or more that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex B continued  

 
Construc�on Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Telford & Wrekin 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex B continued  
 
Environmental (Green) Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Telford & Wrekin 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the actual 
need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category and this can mean that you have random outliers within a themed group. N/A simply means 

that there were one or more that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex C 

 
Vacancy Data for December 2023 to February 2024 

 

Health & Social Care 

 

 

 

 

All Marches 

Herefordshire 

Shropshire 

Telford & Wrekin  
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Annex C  

 

Health & Social Care Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex C continued  

 
Health & Social Care Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Herefordshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the actual 
need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or more 

that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex C continued  

 
Health & Social Care Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Shropshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex C continued  

 
Health & Social Care Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Telford & Wrekin 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D 

 
Vacancy Data for December 2023 to February 2024 

 

Clerical, Client Support & HR 

Finance & Law 

Design, Media, Marke�ng & PR 

IT & Computer Science  

 

All Marches 

Herefordshire 

Shropshire 

Telford & Wrekin 
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Annex D  

 

Clerical, Client Support & HR 

Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

Finance & Law Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

Design, Media, Marke�ng & PR 
Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

IT & Computer Science Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 
Clerical, Client Support & HR 

Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Herefordshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or more 

that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

Finance & Law Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Herefordshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the actual 
need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or more 

that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

Design, Media, Marke�ng & PR 
Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Herefordshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

IT & Computer Science Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Herefordshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  
 

Clerical, Client Support & HR 

Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Shropshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast  
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Annex D continued  

 

Finance & Law Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Shropshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to one 
unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the actual 
need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or more 

that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

Design, Media, Marke�ng & PR 
Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Shropshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to one 
unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the actual 
need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or more 

that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

IT & Computer Science Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Shropshire 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

Clerical, Client Support & HR 

Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Telford & Wrekin 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

Finance & Law Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Telford & Wrekin 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the actual 
need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or more 

that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

Design, Media, IT, Marke�ng & PR 
Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Telford & Wrekin 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the actual 
need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or more 

that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex D continued  

 

IT & Computer Science Vacancy 

Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

Telford & Wrekin 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or more 

that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex E 

 
Vacancy Data for December 2023 to February 2024 

 

 

Assorted Industries 

Agriculture, Hor�culture and Outdoor Ac�vi�es 

Hospitality, Food & Tourism 

Performing Arts 

 Personal Services 

 

 

All Marches 
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Annex E  

Assorted Industries 

 

Agriculture, Hor�culture and 
Outdoor Ac�vi�es Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex E continued  

Assorted Industries 

 

Hospitality, Food & Tourism 

Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to 
mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or 

more that were removed making the median impossible to 

calculate. 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex E continued  

Assorted Industries 

 

Performing Arts Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 
one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the 
actual need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are harder to fill, and the employer has 
added the role to mul�ple sites via agencies or directly. 
 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category and this can mean that you have random outliers within a themed group. N/A simply means 

that there were one or more that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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Annex E continued  

Assorted Industries 

 

Personal Services Vacancy Data 

December 2023 to February 2024  

All Marches 
 

Unique Pos�ngs of Online Job Vacancies  
 

Unique Pos�ngs 

Where a job, though posted on mul�ple sites, is reduced to 

one unique pos�ng to ensure the sta�s�cs represent the actual 
need. 

 

Pos�ng Intensity 

The ra�o of total job pos�ngs to unique (de-duplicated) job 

pos�ngs. The pos�ng intensity can indicate where roles are 
harder to fill, and the employer has added the role to mul�ple 
sites via agencies or directly. 

 

Caveat: The person pos�ng the vacancy selects the category 
and this can mean that you have random outliers within a 

themed group. N/A simply means that there were one or more 

that were removed making the median impossible to calculate. 

 

Source: Lightcast 
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